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"This lead resulted in a $25,000 annuity sale on the first appointment. My commission on this

"It is much easier to leave the home with a check when the potential client is ready to buy. T

"Sold another one! Out of about 16 leads so far, I’ve sold 4 that have yielded approximately $
"One appointment close. Good, easy sale." - Matt R.

"I have been using buzzquotes since last November (2006). I have sold 20 policies for 36 leads

"This was my first one million dollar term insurance policy I have sold! Thanks to buzzquotes.

"Sold $500,000 term life policy. Picking up $45,000 SPDA next month from maturing CD’s, plus t
"I sold a policy on the husband and wife and got two referrals." - Bradley W.
"Thanks buzzquotes the leads are great, keep ’em coming!" - Shawn B.

"Sold a pair of Health policies, replacing their old Health plans. Buzzquotes led me to a know

"Thanks for this lead. I was able to help this prospect obtain life insurance to fund his busi

You can buy any type of Insurance leads. Auto Insurance, Homeowners Insurance, Health Insuranc

Buzzquotes philosphy of providing leads to no more than 3 industry professionals in any area k
The only way to know for sure if buzzquotes is the right choice is to give them a shot. Buy a
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